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SUMMARY 

Phase-space formulation of physical problems offers conceptual and practical 
advantages. We analyze a class of evolution type equations, describing the time 
behaviour of a physical system, using an operational formalism useful to handle time 
ordering problems. The methods we propose generalize the algebraic ordering 
techniques developed to deal with the ordinary Schrodinger equation, we will see how 
they are taylored suited to treat evolution problems both in classical and quantum 
dynamics. 

RIASSUNTO 

La formulazione di problemi fisici, nell'ambito del formalismo dello spazio delle fasi, 
offre vantaggi sia concettuali che pratici. In questo lavoro si analizza una classe di 
equazioni di tipo evolutivo, che descrivono il comportamento temporale di un sistema 
fisico, utilizzando un formalismo utile per il trattamento di problemi di ordinamento 
temporale. I metodi proposti generalizzano le tecniche sviluppate per lo stadio 
dell'equazione di Schròdinger dipendente dal tempo e si dimostra come tali feniche siano 
naturalmente adatte allo studio di problemi evolutivi in meccanica classica e quantistica. 
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PHASE-SPACE FORMALISM: Operational Calculus and Solution of 
Evolution Equations in Phase-Space 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The importance of phase-space (p.s.) methods to deal with a wide variety of problems has 
been recognized since long time,1 but the systematic effort towards the exposition of these 
methods, within an ad hoc developed mathematical environment, is rather recent. 

The investigations of Royer2 have been aimed at developing a canonical formalism for the 
Wigner function in Liouville space, in terms of generalized bra-ket formalism,3 according 
to which p.s. operators are viewed as vectors on which act "superoperaìors". An efficient 
operational formalism has been therefore provided to study the dynamical behaviour in 
p.s.. 

The present authors4 have considered the problem of p.s. formalism starting from a more 
restricted framework. Stimulated by the importance played by the harmonic oscillator 
eigenfunctions in ordinary quantum mechanics, a systematic generalization to the p.s. 
domain has been undertaken.5 In particular it has been shown that 
a) biorthogonal basis of p.s. harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions exhists 
b) the associated creation-annihilation operators exhibit an algebraic structure 

generalizing the ordinary Weyl group; 
c) generalized forms of uncertainty relations can be naturally stated; 
d) p.s. coherent states can be introduced 

The quoted analysis which is purely mathematical is independent of any particular 
assumption underlying a quantum or a classical "conception". It can be therefore 
considered as a complement to the points of view of Narcovich6 and Littlejohn7 who 
dispelled old myths concerning the "peculiarity" of quantum mechanics. 

The importance of p.s. formalism stems from its generality and flexibility. Within this 
framework, Heisenberg type equations can be indeed exploited to deal with classical and 
quantum problems. 

This paper is a further contribution to an organic developement of the mathematical 
foundations of p.s. theory. We will in particular treat the problems of distribution 
evolution using operational ordering techniques. The present analysis completes our 
previous investigation relevant to Feymann-Dyson solution techniques for classical 
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Liouville problems.8 The methods we present extend to p.s. the algebraic time ordering 
techniques developed by Magnus. Wei-Norman and others9- ' ' to deal with time 
dependcra Schrodinger equation. We will see how these techniques can usefully be 
exploited to get analytical and numerical solutions. 

The plane of the paper is the following. In Sec. 2 we develop the essential mathematical 
formalism discussing the commutation relations of p.s. operators. In Sec. 3 we apply the 
formalism to the analysis of classical problems stating the relevant p.s. Heisenberg 
equations. While we devote Sec. 4 to the analysis of quantum p.s. evolution problems. The 
formalism of the p.s. harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions is discussed in Sec. 5 and the 
time ordering problems associated to the p.s. evolution operators are finally analyzed in 
Sec. 6. which also contains concluding remarks. 

2. MA THEMA TICAL PRELIMINARIES 

It has been shown m Ref. 5 that the p.s. Harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions :Hm_nix.p) 

satisfy the equation 

l-ilM làz+UTMz\#m„iq,p) = 
m. n 

1 1 
K,.n^P) (1) 

where z and £ / are column vectors specified by 

V 
\p) 

< ? - = 
(d \ 

w 
(2) 

with q,p being continuous variables and dq, 3p the relevant derivative operators. The 
superscript "T" denotes transpose. The operation of transposition is relevant to the vector 
form and does not affect the differential part 

<L[ =id„ dp) (3) 

A more general operation of trasposition affecting both vector and operator context will be 
denoted by "11" and accordingly 

<?P = -(<?fl dn) q »p> (4) 

The symbol M denotes the following 2x2 matrix 

M = 
b c) 

(5a) 
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whose elements and determinant satisfy the conditions 

(5b) 
A -ac-b" >0 

a,c>0 

The quadratic form zTMz. is therefore positive defined. The operator diM<9. is an 
extended form of "Laplacian" and Eq. (1) is the generatizaiion of the ordinary harmonic 
oscillator equation, with (1/4) zTMz replacing the quadratic potential. 

Using the p.s. vectors and operators we can state the following two types of commutation 
relations 

a) Scalar type commutation brackets 

We define by scalar commutation product the quantity 

[q,b\ =aTb-bTq (6) 

which, specialized to z and ̂  yields 

[; , d.\ =ZTd.-iIi = -2 (7) 

b) Tensor type commutation brackets 

[a . £]A =QbT-baT 

thus getting for z. and àr 

[;. à-X=zàl-à:z.T =-Hi*a;)s (8) 

where J is the unity matrix and S is 

s - ( - . «')• 
Finally z A at is the symplectic product 

z*dz=zTSd. (10) 

It can be shown by direct check thai* 

•In ihc case in which the commutation is relevant lo scalar and vector quantities we have 

|a.*l- fK*]]whcrcfl = f
fl 

{[a2.h}j - \a2) 
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[zJÀd:.z] = ÀTz_ 

kTÀd..d.] = -À 3, 
(11) 

[ìTÀdz.d.]=-dTÀ 

with A being an arbitrary 2x2 matrix. 

In addition we get 

[dTBd:,JÀz\ = \{dT(À + AT)(B + BT)z_ + zT(A + AT){B + BT)d.} ( 1 2 ) 

Noting that 

dTÀL = Tr A+z.TAd.< (13) 

we end up with 

[«9rÀ£;,i
r/Ì-] = -7r[M + À)(B + B)\ + zT{(A+ÀT)(B + BT))dz (14) 

In particular in the case that A=AT and B=BT expression (14) simplifies as 

[d{Bd. ,z TA z] = TTrA B + 4JÀ Àd-

Finally using an analogous procedure we also find 

\iTBd.,zJÀdA = dT(B + BT)Ad. 
(15) 

which for symmetric matrices give 

[dlBd^zJ'Ad^ldjBAd. 

{jBd.rjA-J^l'Jkh 
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We can exploit the above results to infer some informations on the algebraic structure of 
the generalized p.s. harmonic oscillator equation. We define therefore the operators 

k+- 4* * (16) 

'k0 = \(*Tàz+àk) 

which are easily shown to satisfy the commutation relations SU(l.l) 

[À.Ì_] = -2A„. [Jt„i±] = ±*t (17) 

Any evolution equation of the type 

—p(9,p;r) = {r(TH++5(r)L+«(r)À0}p(9.p;r) (18) 

can be therefore solved using ordinary Wei-Norman methods.9' ' ' This aspect of the 
problem will be treated in the forecoming sections. 

We started our analysis from the harmonic oscillator p.s. eigenfunctions; it is therefore 
worth to recall that the relevant creation-annihilation operators are specified by-s 

d . = - A f i - £ ( 1 9 ) 

A =M-ld.+-z 
- 2 

The above operators are two components column vectors whose elements, acting on 'M 
„i „(q,p), increase or decrease the index m or n indcxs according to the rule 

(20) 

and symilarly for the second components relatively to he n-index. We can therefore define 
the generalized "number operator" as it follows 

N = AI.A_=-dTM~1d. + - i r M ; - l (21) 

and it is clear that 
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[N.A + ] = A + (22) 

\N,A_] = -A. 

The operators z and àz can be written in terms of A± operators as follows 

, (23) 
è:=-(MA_-A + ) 

The group SU(I.l) can be recovered using the generalized creation annihilation operators. 
It is indeed easily verified that 

h=-òjM~}A_+. L=-A[MA_. "k0=-\A_lA_+A_lA_A (24) 
2 2 4 l J 

satisfy the same commutation relations (17). 

It has been elsewhere noted that the operators (19) arc not hermilian conjugate each other, 
as it happens for the ordinary creation annihilation operators. We have also stressed that, 
dealing with p.s. operators, the concepts of hermiticity and transposition is rather more 
general. If we define a further transposition operation affecting only the differential 
operator part, namely 

d[ = -d. (25) 

we can introduce the operators 

' t 1 « 

2 

- I 1 < 2 6 ) 

* 2 

satisfying the commutation relation 

[4.! . .V+] . = - 2 (27) 

The components of A^are hermilian conjugate (in the ordinary sense) to those of 6— and 

similarly for the components of Aj_ and A_+ • We will see how A^ can be interpreted as 

the creation annihilation operators for a class of harmonic oscilator functions orthogonal to 
'-^m.n-
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Before concluding this section let us recall that the results we have obtained are 
independent of any physical assumption. The vectors z and à z do not describe any 
physical system and the considerations we have developed are merely of mathematical 
nature. We can however assume that q and p are canonical variables and we can easily 
prove that the following Poisson-bracket identity holds* 

{Z,JMÌ\ = 2SMSL (28) 

Other relations of the above type will be stated, whenever necessary, in the 
forecoming section. 

3. CLASSICAL HEISENBERG EQUATIONS 

The first, almost obliged, example we will discuss to prove the usefulness of the 
previously outlined formalism is relevant to the case of the harmonic oscillator, whose 
Hamiltonian, in terms of the z. vector, writes 

I T * * IKY) 
(29) 

According to Eq. (28) the Hamilton equations of motion write 

1 
—l--\Z<! HO±\-SHQÌ (30) 

The Liouville equation, ruling the evolution of the p.s. distribution of an ensemble of non 
interacting particles governed by H writes 

—p(q,p;T)= £p(q,p;T) 
at 

(31) 

where the Liouville operator J- is given by 

Z = gTH0Sdz (32) 

* By r B. parenthesis we mean that 
, , df dg dgdf 
{f{q,p),g{q,p)} = ^-JL-JL^-

aq dp dp dp 
in (he case £ is a vector and g a scalar we have 

[fag], 
The identity (28) holds only if M is a symmetric matrix. 
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In addition, we note that Eq. (30) can be derived from the classical Heisenberg equations 

with the specific initial condition z(i)) = j f t 

The evolution of the vector £ is therefore provided by 

_ / ^ _ „ -XT XT 

or, what is the same, by 

£(T) = 2 0 -T{Z £ O ] + —[Z[Z^]]-—[2,[Z[Z£o]]]+. 

(33) 

(34a) 

(34b) 

which according to the commutation relmation displayed in (33) or to (30) can be also 
written as 

;<r) = /"°* i 0 
(35) 

On the other side the evolution of the p.s. distribution p writes 

p{q,p;t) = e^rp(q,p) (36a) 

where p(q,p) specify the initial condition to Eq. (31); i.e. p (q,p.0)=p (q,p) 
Since 

*£xm p£x_~SH0r, 

We can conclude that 

p(q,p;r)=p '['•""«j 

(36b) 

(36c) 

This last result clarifies what is the action of the operator e 
variable funcùon p(q,p). 

nTHoSd, 
* on a given two 

The possibility of introducing p.s. Heisemberg type equation to describe classical 
problems is not limited to the case of the harmonic oscillator but can be cntcnded to a 
generic potential V(q). In this case the Liouville operator writes 

£=-pdq + V'(q)dp. V' = j - CD 
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andthe p.s. Heisenberg equations can be stated in the form 

—p = [p,2] = -V(q) 
dt 

d r . , 
—q = [q, £\ = p 
dt 

(38) 

which clearly reproduces the ordinary Hamilton equations. 

The evolution of the vector £ can always be formally written as in Eq. (34a). The explicit 
computation of z. may be, however, a difficult or even impossible problem. Approximate 
methods can be very helpful, in particular the split operator method can be succesfully 

applied.12 According to this technique the exponential operator e can be written as the 
ordered product 

, 2 T _ -P(r/2)dq xV(q)dp -p(T/2)dq (39) 

which holds for small time intervals (sec the concluding section). The small time solution 
of the Liouville equation can be therefore written as12 

e^rp{q,p) = p{qvPi) 

qi = q - p8t-l / 2(St)2V (q -\ / 2 p St) 

pi = p + 5tV'{q-\/2pSt) 

(40) 

The validity of the solution can be extended to longer time, iterating the action of the 
LX operator e , namely 

e£T...e£T, p{q,p) = p(q„,p„) 
n-times 

St 
Pn = Pn-i + <5r V' (<?„-! " Y Pn-\ ) 

(41) 

It is also worth stressing that the action of the evolution operator leads to an area 
preserving mapping,12 as ensured by the fact that the Jacobian determinant 

J = 

dqn
 dPn 

«fyH dp* 
dpn-\ dpn_\ 

(42) 
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is equal to unity (see also Rcfs 113 ). On the other side if q and p are viewed as operators, 
their evolution can be evaluated using Eq. (34a) and it can be easily shown that 

q„-\+pH-]St-^(St)2 V'Ln_,+y p„_, 

*-n 
ST V.( ST (43) 

which is also an area preserving mapping. 

In the concluding section we will discuss some examples of application of the above 
quoted formalism. 

4. QUANTUM MECHANICS AND PHASE SPACE 

In a recent analysis Torres-Vega and Friedicks14 have proposed the following p.s. 
Schròdinger equation 

ihYx
T^P)=\\{\p-ihd^] + v(f+'H)lr^p) (44) 

The p.s. distribution is specified by |r(</,/?)|~ and is authomatically positive defined, thus 
overcoming the main drawback of the Wigner distribution. ' Very roughly speaking within 
the present formulation the ordinary position and momentum operators are .cplaced by 

(45) 

Specializing Eq. (44) to the case of the harmonic oscillator we find14 

(46) 

It is worth stressing that the operator on the r.h.s. of Eq. (46) consists of two parts, 
the"quantum part" 

Hq=-AiTHQl-h
2kgH-Jdv (47a) 

and the "classical part" 
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Hc = ihl. (47b) 

with 2 being formally equivalent to the classical Liouville operator discussed in the 
previous section. It can be easily checked, according to the discussion of Sec 2 that 

[//,,//<.] = <). (48) 

We can define quantum and classical evolution operator and get the time behaviour of 
T{q,p) when ruled by a p.s. Hamiltonian. If we rescale the z variable according to 

£=-??= . Ù) = ^ ( 4 9 ) 

we end up with the conclusion that 

„ , ifdn+n+1)"^] ,- - , 
r(q,p) = el /2W„un{q,p) 

1 
*m.n ~ ^ 

1/4 ,,_T.-. - (50) 

VùT J 

is an eigenfunction of the p.s. harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian. A more general and 
interesting result can be achieved, quantizing in the Torres-Vega and Friedricks sense the 
quadratic Hamiltonian 

H = ^-jMi (51) 

thus getting for the p.s. Schrodinger equation 

ih^-T{q,p) = i \-zTMi - h2AdlM-]d. + ihiT{SM)Td. Wj>) (52) 

at 2 14 " "J 
y A A *T* 

The operator j ' (SA/) d. is the Liouville operator corresponding to the Hamiltonian (51). 

According to Eqs. (15) we find 

[ •T* A « f A A l »»• A A A 

Z.TMì,ZTMSàz J = -2i rA/SA/i = 0 

(53) 

<9rÀV-|(9..i
7MS<9J = 2(9r5^. =0 

noting that A/5M = A5. 
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It is therefore clear that, to obtain the eigenfunctions of the operator on the r.h 3. of Eq. 
(52), we can proceed as in the previous case, obtaining 

nq,p) = e~'^ T/2(m+n+,^m.„(^) 
j (54) 

As noticed in Sec.2, along with tfm „ there are further eigenfunctions. this aspect of the 
problem will be analyzed in the forecoming section. 

We must underline that we have considered quadratic Hamiltonians only, which do not 
provide any significant problem, and we have seen that, in the Torres-Vega Friedricks 
picture, the evolution of a system, driven by a quadratic Hamiltonian. can be viewed as 
being due to two contributions one of which exhibits a "classical" nature. If we assume that 
the operator 

H(q,p) = -jMz-h2AdTM-]d.+ih-T{~SM)Td. (55) 
4 -

can be viewed as a Hamilionian operator and that Heisenberg type equations can be 
defined, we find 

ih— • = +2h2AM~ld, + ihSMi 
dx 

(56) 
ih—d.=+-Mi-ihMSd. 

dx— 2 

If we introduce the operator 

£, = -ihd, (57) 

wc can recast Eqs. (55) in the form 

—; = +2AArV +5A/; 
dx -1 

d I - . - ( 5 8 a ) 

—p =—Mz-MSp 
dx-- 2 - ; 

which are easily recognized to contain both quantum and classical aspects. H may he 
interesting to note that Eq. (58a) can be written as 
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d_ 

dx 

f - \ 

[Pz 

SM 2AM 

-MS 

- IV 

yP-z, 

(58h) 

which may open interesting speculations on the superoperator formalism. This aspec of the 
problem will not be treated in this paper and the interested reader is addressed to Rei .2. 

If we limit our analysis to quadratic Hamiltonians no significant problems arise. The 
formalism we have developed is sufficient to deal with the evolution of p.«. states ruled by 
Schrodinger equations of the type (51b). In the general case of non quadratic potential the 
p.s. Schròedinger equation writes14 

ih— r(q,p) Ì-P2 + V(Q)\r(q,p) 
dt 12 

(59) 

(see Eqs. 45). The unpleasant feature, contained in Eq. (59). is that V(Q) leads fo higher 
order derivatives in dq. This makes rather difficult the handling of Eq. (59). However since 

[P.Q) = ih (60) 

it is conceivable that a vector - = I p j can be introduced and that their operator evolution 

can be specified by equations of the type (21). This is merely an ansatz. whose validity 
will be discussed elsewhere. 

5. PHASE-SPACE HARMONIC OSCILLA TOR EIGENFUNCTIONS 
We have already noted4-s that the p.s. harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions can be 

generated from the "vacuum" stale -#og(<7,p) by repeated application of the creation 
operator.; A+- The operator (26) can be interpreted as annihilation creation operators too 
-ind setting 

(61) 

it has also been shown that the repeated application of A_+ on ^^(q.p) geneiates a 
further class of p.s. harmonic oscillator eigenfunction orthogonal to 2fm,n(q,p)- The fact 
that both sy.stem.s have the same vacuum can be easily checked. Using the ket vector 
formalism we define 

Xm,n(q ,p')=<q ,p'lm,n> 

(62) 
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the vacuum corresponding to the set -Hm.n will be denoted by I0,0> and that 

corresponding to gmn by 10.0 >. By definition we have* 

à,_IO.O) = 0 

ò2_ IO. ()> = () 

and 

(63a) 

o,J(),0> = 0 

à2_io.o> = o 

Going back to the coordinate representation we get 

•^(cdq-bdp) + -q\.%0{q,p) = 0 

(-bdq +adp) + ̂ p\w0i0(q,p) = () 

and 

^{aq + bp) + dq\fa0(q,p) = 0 

]i\{bq + cp)+dpyi)0(q,p) = () 

which are easily shown to be satisfied by the same function 

4 A 
4 

(63b) 

(63c) 

(63d) 

(64) 

The non-empty states \m,n) andlm.n) are therefore constructed as follows 

Recall that 

A = 
\<'2.-j 
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(ài,+ ) m (à 2 + )" 
\m,n) = , 10,0) 

smini 
(65) 

lm,n) = j==* 10,0) 
smini 

and an idea of the functions -#m,„ and Qmn is offered by Figs. 1. 

As already noted the use of p.s. creation annihilation operators is not limited to quantum 
mechanics only. The Liouville operator for a classical quadratic Hamiltonian of the vype 
(51a) can be written, in terms of A.+ operators as 

2 = -A\SMA__ = ^(fl2.+^2,- ~"^l.+^l.-) + a~a2.+~a\- ~ c "l.+^2,- ^6) 

From the above relation if follows that the classical Liouville operator can be written in 
terms of SU(2) generators* and that 

Ó2t+fl2,- ~ ̂ i.+^l.- = "i + n (67) 

is a constarti of motion. 

6. PHASE-SPACE EVOLUTION OPERA TORS 

In the previous section we have discussed the eigcnfunctions of the harmonic oscillator p.s. 
equation. In this section we discuss the lime dependent solutions. 

According to Eq. ( 16) we can recast Eq. (52) in the form 

/ - - I T - H ^ ) = !VAU_ -k+)-iiT(MS)d-z}• T(q,p) (68) 

Owing to the commutativity of the "quantum" and "classical" parts of the Hamiltonian on 
the r.h.s. of Eq. (68), we can introduce two evolution operators 

(69) 

UL=e-i
T(MS)diy2 

\ - a-> +(i2 -~0\ +fli -
* Selling indeed h = 02,+al.-- J- - «l.+«»2.- ™d h = ~ '~Z—! " • w c h a v e 

[)+.)_] = 2)3. [},.)+] = ±)± 



*>*» 

2.987 10-6 

b) 

0.8 

r-

-J -1.255 

-l 0.6270 

^ 

-0.4 

Fig. 1 • 3-D view and contour plots of the p.s. harmonic oscillator eig* functions 

^ = (_2, i"!;} fl)^b.o.*>*i.|.f)in.i 
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FIB. I • Ì-D view and contour plots of the p.s. harmonic oscillator eieenfunctions 

* f r f - l Ì.IÌ <IW2.0-Oft.0-f>*2.2 
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Fig. 1 - 3-D view and contour plots of the p.s. harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions ^ = [_Tj j 5]: £)</2.2 

Using a Wei-Norman procedure, the evolution operator Uq can be written as the ordered 
product 

l) =e
a{r)ko </*<*>*• erir)k. (70) 

where the function a(x). P(T) and y(X) are specified by are specified by 

— a(r) = -2/J(r)y(r) 
dx 

dx 2 dx 

— y(r) = +-VÀ< 
dx 2 

.O(T) (71) 

a(()) = 0(O)=y(O) = <) 

The problem is now that of specifying the action of the various operators on an initial 
function. 
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-'tèi Ad-. 
e 

A = 

The exponential operator ea ° acts on the initial function Y(q,p) in a rather 
straightforward way. It is indeed easily proved that1 ̂  

ea(T)i°r(i) = ea{T)r(ea{T)&) (72) 

It can be indeed viewed as a kind of beam expander operator. The action of the operator 

e^ + on the initial function T(i) is almost tivial, while the case of ey ~ needs some 
word of comment. 

We consider therefore the following example 

-exp[-irAir=] = S ( = ^ ) . (73a) 

(a P) 
(73b) 

\P y) 

with A being an arbitrary symmetric matrix: and make the assumption that 

^ } (74) 

/?(0) = 1, M(0) = M 

It is therefore easy to check that M(£) satisfies the differential equation 

4zM^) = +4iM(4)ÀA/(£) (75) 

and that R(£) is specified by 

-4/ J|a(£')r+ar(S>20WK 
R(Z) = e ° (76) 

It is also easily proved thai in the one dimensional case this last result reduces to the well 
known identity16 
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being now -̂  -
1 (T 

0 0, 
and M = 

'Ì 0 

lo oj 
In conclusion, according to the previous results, we end up with 

eYi r U " exp[-irAf=] = S(z,+iy( t)) (78) 

The analysis we have developed in this paper has provided a formalism which can oc 
exploited to formulate quantum or classical problems in phase-space. 
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